
 

Pinky leaned back on Miss Nicholls’ desk and sighed. The children hadn’t been to see him in weeks and, quite honestly, he 
was missing them terribly. Pinky had spent his time trying to keep himself occupied: sharpening pencils (which is hard to 
do with a pair of feather-covered wings let me tell you), flicking through the children’s reading books and even giving him-
self a makeover using Miss Nicholls’ highlighters! Occasionally, Mr Huckstep would stride through the classroom, checking 
that everything was okay. On more than one occasion, Pinky had winked at the headteacher, hoping to gain his attention, 
but he had so far gone unnoticed. The pink, fluffy creature had become resigned to the fact that he would be spending 
this time alone, which made the upcoming events even more surprising… 

The day had begun like any other. Pinky had just finished his quick wash in the sink outside the boys’ toilets, and was dry-
ing himself thoroughly with some paper towels that he had discovered in the dispenser above the sink. Heading towards 
the classroom, the school was eerily quiet. No-one had been to turn the lights on yet, so the classroom ahead of him was 
as dark as an Egyptian tomb. Rays of light broke through the gaps in the curtains, causing the shadows to dance around 
the room. The beautiful flamingo glanced nervously towards the open door. Suddenly, a shout of confusion echoed through 
the empty corridors. Realising that this sound had come from Mr Huckstep, Pinky opened his wings and flew as fast as a 
speeding bullet towards the source of the noise.  
 
As he approached the dimly lit hall, a sense of nervousness overcame the bird. Turning the corner,  the flamingo arrived 
just in time to see Mr Huckstep surrounded by tiny, bright lights. These orbs danced around the Headteacher, seeming to 
be humming slightly as they orbited. Within a second, Mr Huckstep had disappeared into a pink cloud of smoke. POOF!  
What on Earth had just happened?  


